Rome

Marisa Wexler

Well here I am

locked inside this cozy cage Prisoner

of bad finance and my old age Look at me lost at sea

_____
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Such a textbook travesty I'm denied by destiny

Still I have my fantasies I know it's silly I always

want-ed to see Rome ev-ery
arch each mausoleum I wanted to see Rome
vis-\text{it the} crumbling colosseum I wanted to see Rome
so much to see Rome
time  I spent doing what I could  To get by

And of course some parts were good  Raise the kids

pay the bills  Part time jobs to make ends meet
I made my way but every day, I was walking
down the same damn street, I was sure I wanted more.

from life, Than being a mother and a wife, Call me crazy.

Call me er and a wife being a moth from life Than meet more sure
I want ed I was damn street the same down kids ing I was walk every day my way but I made
Try that fancy \textit{Italian} ice cream.
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all the gorgeous grottos I wanted to see Rome.
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If I could fly somehow I'd be there right now I'd see

all the sights and every night I'd dine on wine and cheese.

I would get to know Michelangelo And Leonardo Davinci.
I'd get on I dreamed that so see France And be so pret

Cit

ty would I would al if I had the chance I would al-so see France I dreamed that I'd get on.
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Then I would be so entertained Like that

movie with Russell Crowe

saw it because it took place in Rome
Rome wanted to see I always wanted to see Rome